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Special Preview
The clear winner in Week 7’s poll, iconic rival to the Kakita school, the 
Mirumoto Two Sword school!

Mirumoto Two Sword School
Mirumoto was one of Togashi’s first followers, and is said by many to 
have stood alongside Kakita as one of the early Empire’s greatest duelists. 
A man of contradictions, Mirumoto was by turns philosophical and fero-
cious, prone to pragmatism many would call dishonorable and yet un-
swervingly sworn to the ideals he chose to uphold. As with all heroes of 
the ancient days, the myth shrouds the person who once walked the land.

The Mirumoto Two Sword School trains it students in an unorthodox, 
flexible fighting style that favors paired weapons. Based on the teachings 
of its founder, it encourages its students to explore the world for them-
selves and learn through experience rather than focusing on refinement 
of technique alone. While all students train in the katana and the waki-
zashi, many also learn to wield other paired weapons as they advance, 
so that they can always choose the right implements for the situation 
they face. Some favor a blade paired with a jitte or even an open hand to 
catch, grab, and control the motion of foes. Regardless of what weapons 
the warrior wields in a particular battle, a student of Mirumoto’s school 
always fights with two swords.

Ring Increases: +1 Earth, +1 Fire 

Skill Increases (choose five different skills): +1 Command, +1 Compo-
sition, +1 Fitness, +1 Martial Arts [Melee], +1 Meditation, +1 Tactics,  
+1 Theology 

Techniques Available: Kata, Shūji, Rituals 

Starting Techniques: 

• Kata (choose one): Striking as Earth, Striking as Fire, Striking as Wa-
ter

• Shūji: Honest Assessment

Honor: 50

Way of the Dragon (School Ability): Once per round during a duel or 
skirmish, when you are targeted by an Attack action check with a melee 
weapon, you may use one of your readied weapons to ward or trap. 

• If you ward, the attacker must reroll dice showing  or  up to your 
school rank.

• If you trap, reduce the TN of your next attack check against the at-
tacker this scene by your school rank (to a minimum of 1). 

You cannot choose this weapon for Attack actions until the end of your 
next turn.

Starting Outfit: Traveling clothes, ceremonial clothes, ashigaru armor, 
daishō (katana and wakizashi) or wakizashi and any two melee weapons, 
traveling pack.

Advances Type  ( ___ XP / 16 )
Martial Skills Skill Group

Composition Skill

Labor Skill

Medicine Skill

Rank 1 Kata Technique Category

**Iaijutsu Cut: Rising Blade Technique

Stirring the Embers Technique

Rings Ring

A n y

Advances Type ( ___ XP / 20 )
Trade Skills Skill Group

Command Skill

Martial Arts [Melee] Skill

Meditation Skill

Rank 1–2 Kata Technique Category

**Heartpiercing Strike Technique

Slippery Maneuvers Technique

Rings Ring

Advances Type ( ___ XP / 24 )
Martial Skills Skill Group

Composition Skill

Smithing Skill

Theology Skill

Rank 1–3 Kata Technique Category

**Pillar of Calm Technique

Commune with the Spirits Technique

Rings Ring

R
ank
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Advances Type  ( ___ XP / 32 )
Social Skills Skill Group

Command Skill

Martial Arts [Melee] Skill

Meditation Skill

Rank 1–4 Earth Shūji Technique Category

Crashing Wave Style Technique

**Striking as Void Technique

Rings Ring
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Advances Type ( ___ XP / 48 )
Martial Skills Skill Group

Composition Skill

Medicine Skill

Survival Skill

Rank 1–5 Kata Technique Category

Sear the Wound Technique

The Immoveable Hand of Peace Technique

Rings Ring

R
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Heart of the Dragon (Rank 6 Mastery Ability)

While performing an Attack action, you may spend  as follows:

: Perform a Strike action with a readied weapon you have not used for an  
Attack action this turn.


